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Subject:	 An1endment to the Biological Opinion for the Blythe Energy Project in Riverside 
County, California 

This letter responds to a JanualY 13,2009, request sent via electronic mail from Mark Massar of 
the Bl~reauofLand Management (BLM) to Tcvisc the, am9Ul}tbf ii1cidentaJ ta'keanticipated'in our 
October 31, 2008, amendment (FWS-RIV-09B033-09FOOS4)'tb bur January 31,2001, biological 
opinion (FWS-T-6-0-F-1166.2). 'rhe request was based on a potential need to capture and 
relocate more desert tortoises (Gopherus agassizii) than anticipated in our 2008 amendment, 
based on the 2005 survey data along the project right-of-way (ROW), and the need for gl'eater 
operational tlexibility in light of this information. 

Tn consideration ofthn'equest, we have reassessed the (1) level of take anticipated in our 2008 
amendment and (2) effectiveness of the reasonable and prudent measures, and terms and 
conditions in the incidental take statement. This reassessment does not contemplate an increase 
in the number of tortoises killed or injured by the project; instead, it provides a more effective 
mechanism for capturing and relocating animals from the project footprint. Accordingly, this 
memorandum amends the incidental take statement in our October 31, 2008, revised biological 
opinion as fol1ows: 

Amount of Extenl ofTake 

'rhe distribution and abundance of desert tortoises within the project construction footprint is 
difTicult to estimate because of the lack of celtaii1ty regarding the precise location of individual 
animals at unknown times in the future, f1uctuation in population levels, which may correspond 
with environmental or other unknown tactors, seasonal changes in tortoise detection, and 
variation in observer-detection probability. In addition, the numbers of eggs and juveniles are 
difficult to quantify because ofsmall size, cryptic coloration, presence underground, periods of 
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inactivity while in burrows, etc. As a result, finding dead or injured tortoises within the 
construction area is difficult, as individuals may be crushed or buried underground in burrows 
that were not found or inspected, and otherwise hard to recognize/detect for the reasons discussed 
above. Because of these complications, the Sen/icc, by convention, quantifies incidental lake in 
terms of adult desert tortoises [greater than 6.29 in (160 mm)] that are deemed more readily 
detectable. 

Per the October 31, 2008, amendment to the biological opinion, and based on the most recent
 
survey results that detected seven adult tortoises in the RO\V, we estimated that an average of 12
 
tortoises could be present in the ROW at anyone time, but that most tortoises in the ROW would
 
not actually need to be relocated becauset]1ey would not be in the path of construction, OT may
 
move out of danger on their own volition. Thus, we anticipated that only five (5) tortoises would
 
need.relocation.However, because the capture, relocation, anci release of desert tortoises will
 
benefit tile sur,v,iYal probability ofindividl1aFtbft6is~~rin' thec6hstjuction'al'~a; \Wi',db',iiBfi"hteWEf"''''''
 
to limittheability of the authorized biologist to Gapture, relocate, and release any tortoisesJ'ound",,'" """::"'.:i1"'",:">,:,"i<";},;.,,;,,
 

during preconstruction clearance surveys. As such, ahlicipttted levels of take are exenlpted'as
 
follows:
 

1. Capture, relocation, and release of up to tlve (5) adult desert tortoises from within the project 
construction footprint. Such take is not expected to result in injury or death to any relocated 
tortoises. Take is also exempted for the collection and relocation of any tortoise eggs, hatchlings, 
or sub-adults found during clearance surveys, monitoring activities, or other incidental 
observations, subject to the reasonable and prudent measures, terms and conditions, and 
reporting requirements below. 

2. Accidental injury or death of no more than one (l) desert tortoise as a result of constmction
related activities. This number is based on the anticipation that the authorized biologist win 
conduct effective clearance surveys and ongoing monitoring efforts during project construction. 

The reasonable and prudent measure in our original biologica:1 opinion .remains unchanged: 

On-site biological superVision/monitoring sl~all be utilized to nlinimize harm and
 
harassment of desert tortoise during an project related construction and activities.
 

Terms and Conditions 

In addition to the terms and conditions in our original opinion, as amended, we add the following 
requirements: 

1. If construction monitoring finds any desert tortoises, eggs or sub-adults, an such tortoises 
shall be captured and safely handled consistent with the Guidelinesfor Handling Desert Tortoise 
during Construction Projects (Desert Tortoise Council 1999). ' 
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2. The project biologist shall immediately repolt (within the same work day) tlH relevant 
information to the Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office (CFWO) regarding the capture and 
relocation of all desert tortoises, including those that may be in excess of the anticipated level of 
five (5) tortoises. The Servicc\vill (1) rcview the circumstances sUITounding the rcported 
information, and (2) determine whether additional measures or adjustments to existing,measures 
are appropriate. Project activities may conti11ue pending theoutconie ofthe review, provided the 
BLM and applicant agree to those adjusted or additional measures anCi thc other provisions of the 
biological opinion, as amended, have b.een and contiime to be fully implemented. 

3. 'fhe ELM and applicant shall thoroughly document and il11p1ediately repOlt to the CFWO any 
noncompliance withcbnservation measures, reasoh,abJe and prudent measui'es, and teIn1S and 
conditions. The applicant and authorized biologist shall ,maintain effective~lectronic 

transmission and tc:lcphone ,contact witbthc: CFWqregard~ngany c!H1icl*i<;:$in implementillg 
the provisions of the January 31, 200 I, biological opinion, as amended. 

We have determined that the rcvisedincidentaltake statement above does not alter the 110n
jeopardy conclusion in our 2001 biological opinion, as amended. I·'or the incidental take 
exemptions under section 7(0)(2) to apply, all measures proposed in th<;: project description, 
which includes the measures proposed in the 2005 biological assessment, and all reasonable and 
prudent measures, <:lnd terms and conditions in the January 31,2001, biological opinion and 
subsequent amendments, remain in effect, except as modified herein. 

If you have any questions regarding this americlment, please contact Pete Sorensen or Ta1ll1ika 
Engelhard of my staff a,t(760) 431-9440. 


